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My NASA experiences (2007-present)
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RS-25 (space shuttle main 
engine) at NASA Marshall
Apollo-era mission control 
room at Johnson Space Center
Final space shuttle launch Testing the first parts 
manufactured in space!
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What do Materials Engineers Do?
Materials engineers answer the 
questions:
• What should it be made of?  
• What material is strong 
enough to withstand a 
particular environment? 
• What material choice is the 
lightest weight? 
• How do we manufacture it?  
• How do we weld it?
• How do we develop new 
manufacturing processes?




Orion capsule heat 
shield following a 2014 
test flight
Composite fuel tank
Adapter ring (mates 




• Will be the most powerful rocket ever built
• Will launch the Orion spacecraft
• Will carry astronauts, cargo, and science 
instruments 
• Will be the backbone of America’s human 
space exploration
• Will allow us to visit new places where no one 










World’s Most Powerful Rocket
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You have been challenged by a NASA 
materials engineer to use a lightweight 
material to design and build a mobile 
launch platform. This platform must be 
light enough to move, but strong enough 
to hold the weight of the rocket. 
Restrictions: 
• The platform must be 15 cm tall.
• It can’t weigh more than 15 grams.
• It much hold at least 50 grams. 
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